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HOMOTOPY NILPOTENT GROUPS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED
FUNCTORS
GEORG BIEDERMANN
Abstract. To every homotopy n-nilpotent group, defined in earlier work by
Dwyer and the author, we associate an endofunctor of pointed spaces and prove
that it is looped and n-excisive. As a tool we prove that ΩPnpidq commutes
with sifted colimits of connected spaces.
1. Introduction
Homotopy nilpotent groups were introduced in [BD10] by W. G. Dwyer and the
author in order to understand the relation between the Goodwillie tower of the
identity and (the classifying spaces of) the lower central series of the Kan loop
group on connected spaces. It turns out that they interpolate between loop spaces
n “ 8 and infinite loop spaces n “ 1, but in reverse. The simplicial algebraic
theory whose homotopy algebras are the homotopy n-nilpotent groups consists of
finite products of the functor ΩPnpidq. The k-ary operations of this theory are
ΩPnpidqΣt1, . . . , ku` where ` denotes a disjoint basepoint. In [BD10] we proved
that the ordinary algebraic theory obtained by applying pi0 is the theory of n-
nilpotent groups; hence the name.
In the recent paper [CSV15] Costoya, Scherer, and Viruel compare our nilpotence
degree for loop spaces to classical invariants like Berstein-Ganea nilpotence [BG61]
and Ganea’s inductive cocategory [Gan60]. They obtain results for p-compact
groups and p-Noetherian groups. In particular, they obtain an analogue of Hub-
buck’s torus theorem [Hub69] for our notion of nilpotence.
In a crucial step they use that one can associate to a homotopy n-nilpotent
group a functor from finite pointed spaces to pointed spaces and that this functor
is looped and n-excisive in the sense of Goodwillie [Goo92, Goo03]. This was
announced in [BD10] but never proved. We are now going to fill the gap with
Proposition 4.5. Theorem 4.6 then states that a pointed space has the structure of
a homotopy n-nilpotent group if and only if it is the value of a looped n-excisive
functor. Another claim that was announced but not proved so far.
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2. Homotopy nilpotent groups
Before we recall the definition of homotopy-n-nilpotent groups let us agree on
some notation. We denote by S˚ the category of pointed simplicial sets and by F
the category of S˚-enriched functors from finite pointed simplicial sets to S˚. All
such functors are strictly reduced in the sense that F p˚q – ˚. The category F can
be given the injective model structure where weak equivalences and cofibrations are
given objectwise. In this model structure all object in F are cofibrant. Let p´qinj
be an objectwise fibrant replacement functor in the injective model structure. For
k ě 0 let k` be the set t1, . . . , ku with an added basepoint `.
In [BD10] homotopy n-nilpotent groups were introduced as homotopy algebras
over a certain simplicial algebraic theory Gn. For 1 ď n ď 8 the simplicial category
Gn is given by
Gnpk
`q “ ΩPnpk
`q “
kź
i“1
ΩpPnpidqq
inj
viewed as a full subcategory of F . Here Pnpidq refers to the n-excisive approxima-
tion of the identity functor of S˚ constructed by Goodwillie [Goo03]. The category
of S˚-enriched functors from Gn to S˚ carries a Badzioch model structure in the
sense of [Bad02]. We will denote this model category by Grn´nil and call it the
category of homotopy n-nilpotent groups. The fibrant objects are the homotopy
algebras of the theory Gn; these are the functors that preserve products up to weak
equivalence. We call them homotopy n-nilpotent groups.
The forgetful functor u : Grn´nil Ñ S˚ is given by evaluating a homotopy n-
nilpotent group, viewed as a product-preserving functor from Gn, at 1`. We call
upXq “ Xp1`q
the underlying space of X . As for all algebraic theories the forgetful functor has a
left adjoint: we write
Frn : S˚ Ñ Gr
n´nil
for the free homotopy n-nilpotent group functor.
Since tensoring homotopy nilpotent groups with pointed spaces will play an
important role here we point out that the tensor product of S˚ over itself, ie. the
smash product, has the following description:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ s ÞÑ ł
Ks´tk0u
X
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ » X ^K
where X and K are in S˚, and k0 P K0 denotes the basepoint (and all its degen-
eracies).
Definition 2.1. Let X be a homotopy n-nilpotent group. Let K be in S˚ with
basepoint k0 P K0. We define a tensor of Gr
n´nil over S˚ in the following way:
X ^n K :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ s ÞÑ ł
Ks´tk0u
X
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ .
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Here |´ | denotes the realization of a simplicial object in Grn´nil and the coproduct
is to be taken in Grn´nil.
A cotensor of Grn´nil over S˚ is defined objectwise where we view the category
Grn´nil as a full subcategory of F , compare [BD10, Section 3].
With tensor and cotensor defined as above it is routine to verify the following
Lemma 2.2. The category Grn´nil is tensored and cotensored over S˚. Together
with the Badzioch model structure it becomes an S˚-model category.
We gave the definition of ^n in terms of strict colimits to make sense of the
previous lemma. It is important that from now we will only consider the derived
functor of ^n given by replacing the strict colimit with a homotopy colimit. We
keep the notation ^n for this homotopy invariant since the conventional ^
L
n seems
a bit cumbersome. Similarly, from now on the term “realization” and the notation
| ´ | will refer to the derived realization.
Let X be a homotopy n-nilpotent group. Let K be a pointed space. One can
compute
X ^8 K » ΩpBX ^Kq
and
X ^1 K » Ω
8
`
pB8Xq ^K
˘
where B (B8) denotes the (infinite) delooping. This is proved in Lemma 4.3.
3. The functor ΩPnpidq and realization
The goal of this section is to prove the following
Proposition 3.1. The functor ΩPnpidq commutes with sifted homotopy colimits in
the category of connected pointed spaces.
Proof. A functor commutes with all sifted homotopy colimits if and only if it com-
mutes all filtered homotopy colimits and all realizations. Both functors Ω and
Pnpidq commute with filtered homotopy colimits. Thus, it suffices to check that
ΩPnpidq commutes with (derived) realization of degreewise connected simplicial
spaces. This is done in Lemma 3.8. 
As immediate consequence we can give an alternative description of the free
homotopy n-nilpotent group of pointed space.
Proposition 3.2. For a pointed space K we have: FrnpKq » ΩPnpidqΣK.
Proof. It was proved in [BD10, Cor. 5.7] that
Frnpk`q » ΩPnpidq
˜ł
k
S1
¸
“ ΩPnpidqΣpk`q.
Thus, the claim holds for finite discrete pointed spaces. Any other pointed space
is the sifted homotopy colimit of finite discrete pointed spaces. Now Lemma 3.1
applies and finishes the proof since Σpk`q is connected. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.8. It is mainly an
induction up the Goodwillie tower. We start by preparing its ingredients.
Lemma 3.3. The realization functor | ´ | : sSp Ñ Sp from simplicial spectra to
spectra commutes with finite homotopy limits up to weak equivalence.
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Proof. Realization commutes with homotopy pullbacks by stability. It also pre-
serves the terminal object. Hence, it commutes with all finite homotopy limits. 
Corollary 3.4. Let F‚ be a simplicial object of functors to spectra. Then the
canonical maps
|PnF‚|
»
ÝÑ Pn|F‚| and |DnF‚|
»
ÝÑ Dn|F‚|
are weak equivalences.
Proof. Homotopy limits and colimits of functors to spectra are computed object-
wise. In general, realization commutes with homotopy colimits. But in spectra it
also commutes with finite homotopy limits by Lemma 3.3. This implies that Pn
commutes with realization. The equivalence for Dn now follows directly because a
homotopy colimit of n-reduced functors is still n-reduced. 
Lemma 3.5. Let Y be a simplicial spectrum that is degreewise connective. Then
Ω8|Y | » |Ω8Y |.
Proof. The functor Ω8 : Sp Ñ S˚ factors into the connective cover functor from
spectra to connective spectra, followed by the equivalence, usually also denoted
by Ω8, of connective spectra with infinite loop spaces, and finally followed by
the forgetful functor from infinite loop spaces to pointed spaces. Since we restrict
ourselves to connective spectra the first functor becomes an equivalence. The third
functor is a forgetful functor from an algebraic theory, the algebraic theory of infinite
loop spaces, and hence commutes with sifted colimits. 
We are going to use a lemma proved by Rezk. We state it here in a weaker form,
the form that we are actually going to apply.
Lemma 3.6 (Rezk, Cor. 5.8 [Rez14]). Let p : E Ñ B be a map of H-group objects
in simplicial spaces such that pi0ppq : pi0E Ñ pi0B is surjective. Then:
| hofib p| » hofib |p|.
The input for Rezk’s result comes from the following
Lemma 3.7. Let K in Sfin˚ be connected. Then, for all n P N,
(1) the space PnpidqpKq is connected, and
(2) the map qn : PnpidqpKq Ñ Pn´1pidqpKq induces a surjection on pi1.
Proof. We know by computations of Johnson [Joh95] and Arone-Mahowald [AM99]
that the spectrum Bn id is p´nq-connected. Thus, the spectrum Bn id^K^n is
connected becauseK is connected. The homotopy orbit by the action of Σn does not
destroy the connectivity. This can be seen as in [BD10, Lem. 7.3] by using rational
homology, the Serre spectral sequence, and the fact that the higher homology of
Σn with coefficients in a rational vector space vanishes.
The other two statements now follow from the long exact sequence associated to
the homotopy fiber sequence
DnpidqpKq Ñ PnpidqpKq Ñ Pn´1pidqpKq
for each n ě 1. 
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Lemma 3.8. Let K‚ be a degreewise connected simplicial space. Then, for all
1 ď n ď 8, the canonical map
|ΩPnpidqpK‚q| Ñ ΩPnpidq|K‚|
is a weak equivalence.
Proof. First note that for n “ 8 the statement says that |ΩK‚| » Ω|K‚| if Ks is
connected for all s. This is well-known, see e.g. Theorem 12.3 [May72]. Similarly,
the case n “ 1, that concerns the functor ΩP1pidq » Ω
8Σ8, holds by Lemma 3.5.
Now suppose 1 ď n ă 8. Let us consider the Goodwillie tower
ΩPnpidqpK‚q
qn´1
ÝÝÝÑ ΩPn´1pidqpK‚q Ñ . . .
For each 1 ď k ď n the homotopy fiber ΩDkpidq is an endofunctor of S˚ that
factors through spectra. In fact, it factors through connective (ie. p´1q-connected)
spectra by Lemma 3.7 when restricted to connected spaces. By Corollary 3.4 the
corresponding functor to spectra commutes with realization of degreewise connected
simplicial spaces. By Lemma 3.5 the functor ΩDkpidq then commutes itself with
realization of degreewise connected simplicial spaces.
Now we are going to prove the lemma by induction on n. The case n “ 1 was
already dealt with above. The following sequence
|ΩDkpidqpK‚q| Ñ |ΩPkpidqpK‚q|
qkÝÑ |ΩPk´1pidqpK‚q|
is a homotopy fiber sequence for all 1 ď k ď n. This follows from Rezk’s Lemma 3.6:
the map qk is a map of H-group objects in simplicial spaces which is surjective on
pi0 due to Lemma 3.7. The induction step works because, for all 1 ď k ď n, the
comparison map
|ΩPkpidqpK‚q| Ñ ΩPkpidq|K‚|
is the middle part of a morphism of homotopy fiber sequences whose two other
parts are weak equivalences. 
4. Functors associated to homotopy n-nilpotent groups
Definition 4.1. Let X be a homotopy n-nilpotent group. We associate to it a
functor
XĂ : Sfin˚ Ñ Grn´nil
given by
XĂpKq :“ X ^n K.
by composing it with the forgetful functor u : Grn´nil Ñ S˚ it can be viewed as a
functor with values in pointed spaces and we denote it by the same letter.
Remark 4.2. The functor
Grn´nil Ñ F , X ÞÑ XĂ
preserves all (homotopy) colimits.
Lemma 4.3. For two pointed space X and K and each 1 ď n ď 8 we have
FrnpXq ^n K » ΩPnpidqΣpX ^Kq.
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Proof. Note that the free functor preserves (homotopy) colimits:
FrnpXq ^n K “
ˇˇˇ Ž
K´tk0u
FrnpXq
ˇˇˇ
–
ˇˇˇ
Frnp
Ž
K´tk0u
Xq
ˇˇˇ
– Frn
ˇˇˇ
p
Ž
K´tk0u
Xq
ˇˇˇ
» ΩPnpidqΣpX ^Kq.

Corollary 4.4. For all 1 ď n ă 8 the functor associated to a free homotopy
n-nilpotent group is n-excisive.
Proof. The functor ΩPnpidqpΣX ^Kq is clearly n-excisive in K. 
In the next proof we need to consider the two-sided bar construction associ-
ated to the adjoint pair pFrn, uq. This is a simplicial object in Gr
n´nil given by
pFrnuq
s`1pXq in degree s. The standard notation for this object is B‚pFrn, uFrn, uq.
We are going to use the following notation
B‚pFrn, uFrn, uXqpKq “ Frn
`
puFrnq
supXq
˘
^n K “ ΩPnpidqΣ
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
for the associated simplicial object of functors to S˚ where s denotes the simplicial
degree and K is the input variable for the functor. This is inconsistent because
using our earlier notation we would need to write an underline tilde. We hope the
reader agrees that this slight abuse of notation is convenient.
Proposition 4.5. The functor XĂ associated to a homotopy n-nilpotent group X is
of the form ΩF where F in F is n-excisive.
Proof. For the special case of a free homotopy n-nilpotent group XĂ “ FrnpXq for
some pointed space X this was shown in Corollary 4.4.
Now every homotopy n-nilpotent group X is weakly equivalent to the realization
of its two-sided bar construction. Following Remark 4.2 this process commutes with
homotopy colimits. Hence, the associated functor XĂ is weakly equivalent to the
realization of the simplicial object of associated functors of the bar construction:
for all K in Sfin˚
XĂpKq » |B‚pFrn, uFrn, uXqpKq |.
Before we continue let us note that the sequence with puFrnq
suX in degree s
does not form a simplicial object and Lemma 3.8 does not apply. The idea of the
following argument, however, is the same.
It is now important that we are considering the bar construction as a simplicial
object of functors with values in pointed space, not Grn´nil. This affords us the
existence of a map
BspFrn, uFrn, uXqpKq

ΩPnpidqΣ
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘

BspΩPn´1pidqΣ, uFrn, uXqpKq ΩPn´1pidqΣ
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
of simplicial objects in the functor category F , because there is a map
ΩPn´1pidqΣpuXq Ñ uX
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of pointed spaces that supplies the missing face maps. Of course, this continues to
hold for excisive degrees smaller than n´ 1. Thus, we can consider the Goodwillie
tower
ΩPnpidqΣ
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
Ñ ΩPn´1pidqΣ
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
Ñ . . .
which is a tower of simplicial objects. For each 1 ď k ď n the layer of this tower is
ΩDkpidq
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
,
again viewed as a simplicial functor of K. All of these layers factor through spectra.
By Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 the realization of the layers is k-excisive.
The induction starts with n “ 1 and the fact that ΩP1pidqΣ “ Ω
8Σ8 commutes
with realization. The induction step follows since the diagram of realizations
|ΩDkpidq
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
| //

|ΩPkpidq
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
|
qk

˚ // |ΩPk´1pidq
`
ppuFrnq
suXq ^K
˘
|
is a homotopy pullback for all 1 ď k ď n by Rezk’s Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7. 
Theorem 4.6. A space X has the structure of a homotopy n-nilpotent group if and
only if there exists a weak equivalence
X » ΩF pS0q
for some n-excisive functor F .
Proof. We proved in [BD10, 9.2] that every value of a functor ΩF , where F is
n-excisive, is a homotopy n-nilpotent group.
For the converse, let X be a homotopy n-nilpotent group. For the associated
functor XĂ we obviously have
X – XĂpS0q.
By Proposition 4.5 XĂ is a looped n-excisive functor. 
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